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HDMI 8x8 and 16x16 Crossbarrepeater for OEM applications
MDS, known for its innovative audio and video products, has
created an off the shelf board level HDMI crossbar for integration into HDMI switching systems. Offered in two sizes (8x8
and 16 x16) the 8x8 comes in two versions; one with HDMI
output connectors and the other for customer designed output options (fiber, HDBaseT, etc.).
MDS’ HDMI crossbar product removes the need for custom
audio/video switching system developers to become experts
with the complications (and expense) of designing in HDMI/
HDCP.

needed for connectors. Likewise the 8x8 that offers connectors for system customization of outputs is the same as the
8x8 illustrated in the diagrams, with the HDMI connector
replaced by an external connector.
With a custom interposer board, the 16x16 can be expanded
to 16x32.

Why a cross bar is a HDMI repeater:
Unlike analog based crossbars which could be constructed by
buffers and switch matrixes, HDMI crossbars require extensive signal processing capability due to the HDCP (content
encryption) system used on Blu Ray players, set top boxes,
and other consumer devices.

With MDS modules manufacturers can have solutions ready
for markets with minimal development. Manufacturers can
focus on the user experience, the integration of peripherals, and “front panel” and
Typical system configured with MDS 8x8
“rear panel” design and avoid the headHDMI crossbar/repeater
aches of the high speed design and the
complex software for HDMI processing.
MDS 8 x 8 HDMI Crossbar
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The block diagrams on the datasheet
illustrate the 8x8 configuration in detail.
The 16x16 is architecturally the same, but
split across two boards due to the space
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Customers looking for simple HDMI
repeater/switches focused on audio
extraction (for example for AVR applications) should consider MDS’ HSR-1, 5, 41,
or -82 products.

HDMI in
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A host processor of your choosing controls operation with a simple messaging
protocol over an I2C bus connection to
the board. Optional external stereo (analog or PCM over SPDIF/ToSLink) can be
provided for use in systems where the
downstream devices (like TVs) can’t
decode compressed multi-channel audio
content (like from a Blu Ray player); the
diagram illustrates only one of the many
possible ways to use the MDS crossbar
board.
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The diagram on the right illustrates how
MDS’ HDMI crossbar board can be used
to create a complete switching system
that offers features that ensure high functionality systems can be created without
compromise in capability.
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HDMI 8x8 and 16x16 crossbar modules
Glitch free video

The design of HDCP does not allow for simple one-in, N-out
fanout. Instead data must be decoded, decrypted, then individually re-encrypted for each output at up to 6 GBit/sec per
connection (over 10 Gbytes/sec for a fully connected 8x8
system!). There is also a continuous handshake protocol
between HDCP source and sink devices that can fail if not
made robust against a wide range of system differences or
plain old faulty design at the other end; failure resulting in
end users either seeing snow or a dreaded blue screen “Not
Authorized” message instead of the movie they are trying to
watch.

A major problem with the HDCP requirements is that no
video is displayed until the complex authentication procedure between the source and sink device completes. This
process can not start until the HDMI receiver chip has
synced up to the video source (in the same way that switching analog inputs on a TV causes the display to blank while
the PLLs sync up). Factoring in that each repeater between
the source and sink must perform authentication could lead
to several seconds of no video when switching sources.

MDS’ engineering staff has invested several man-years of
effort to make the repeater HDCP processing reliable and we
regularly attend HDMI “Plugfests” to perform interoperability testing of MDS products with dozens of other manufacturers.

Yet another problem is that adding a second output to an
existing HDCP stream requires that the second source be
authenticated which means the source will stop sending
video until the HDCP process completes. Stated a little more
plainly, in a conventional splitter/repeater turning on the 2nd
TV will cause the first one to go blank for a few seconds.

For completeness it should be pointed out that the HDCP
encryption system is not part of the HDMI specification;
many devices (for example cameras) output HDMI without
HDCP. Unfortunately the bulk of consumer devices use it, so
it must be accounted for any consumer use system.

Both of these issues would create a system that consumers
would consider defective in terms of providing an experience as good as that from a conventional analog distribution
system.
There is also a third issue that can be encountered with
many older (but common) HDMI signal sources: They can
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HDMI 8x8 and 16x16 crossbar modules
not authenticate with more than one sink device and one
repeater at a time.
If not corrected, these problems with the source devices and
the way HDCP works would obviously render any system
using a crossbar useless in the real world.
MDS, having worked on HDMI designs for several years now
has “seen it all” and has developed unique strategies for
ensuring glitch free operation in the real world. To a large
extent this is accomplished by keeping track of every sink
device connected to the system and then authenticating
them against every source device in the system. Special
techniques are used to support source devices that can’t correctly track multiple sink devices.
Generally this process just needs to run once at initial power
up and again whenever the system configuration is
changed. Options are available from the control interface to
manage this process to deal with unique installation problems.
Please note that HDCP limits the maximum number of display (sink) devices to 127 and that no more than 7 levels of
devices from source to sink (i.e. repeaters in the middle of
the signal chain) are allowed.

OSD examples
High quality Tyco HDMI connectors are used to ensure reliable connector operation over the life of the product.

Product Details

OSD

All HDMI inputs on the module include cable equalization to
support up to (typically) 20 meters of input cable with 1080p
sources. ESD protection is implemented on all HDMI connectors. While the board can be operated on a total automatic setting, host controlled overrides can be enabled to
help rectify problematic situations.

Each output channel can have a different OSD (On Screen
Display) overlaid on it. The OSD can consist of text, background color boxes, and icons. It is intended to provide
basic user feedback during setup and operation. For example outputs with no input defined can display a text message
indicating their status versus a blank screen.

The HDMI inputs and outputs support the video features
found in the HDMI 1.4 specification for operation up to 225
MHz equivalent rates, including all required 3D formats,
Deep Color (12 bits) at up to 1080p resolution. Color Gamut
Metadata is supported to allow the use of xvYCC color
spaces (HDMI 1.3 x.v.Color).

The general structure of the OSD (character sets, colors,
icons, predefined text and graphical elements) is loaded into
a per channel flash during initial setup. The host processor
can then send commands to the board to cause the OSD to
be updated, for example changing text or displaying a drop
down menu.

As all current source content from set top/digital TV and
DVD/Blu Ray are limited to 8 bit resolution, the 12 bit capability ensures future compatibility with new devices/technologies yet to be invented.

For customers with simple OSD requirements MDS offers
predefined capability to place text on the screen or boxes
like a volume control bar.
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Display with
stereo audio
only

An HDMI device with 2 outputs
would not function well in the
real world if it simply assumed
the two connected HDMI sink
devices support the same
capability. For example (see
figure below) an HDMI source
with multichannel compressed
audio content might need to
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HDMI 8x8 and 16x16 crossbar modules
route to an audio system and a display. The display might
only support stereo PCM audio.

source device so where the processing takes place is usually
not a big consideration in most cases.

If the repeater blindly took the lowest common format
among the connected sink devices, the audio system would
always be fed 2 channel PCM data by the source instead of
surround sound (compressed) data.

The one case where a problem will be readily obvious is if
the HDMI source devices wants to output 3D content but
some of the downstream displays do not display 3D content
(which will be a very common situation).

The simplest solution is to connect the source device’s stereo analog output (which will always be available) into the
crossbar system. The MDS crossbar board can accept an I2S
input from an ADC and selectively replace the encoded
audio with PCM stereo under host control. The MDS crossbar board can also be directed to pass the EDID audio capabilities of the AVR back to the HDMI source, therefore
allowing it to output (surround) compressed audio data.

CEC handling
The module provides the required wiring support for Consumer Electronics Control (CEC) portion of the HDMI specification. Please note that CEC was designed for simple
interconnects with only one display device and a few source
devices. CEC operation for a device with more than one output is not defined.

Some source devices may support PCM output on SPDIF (or
ToSLink) output; if they do a connection via that is preferred
to avoid the extra conversion from digital to analog at the
source and then back to digital in the crossbar system.

By default the unit performs no processing on CEC messages. It connects the 8 inputs to the first HDMI output (or
two sets on the x16). As each input and each output HDMI
processor has a CEC interface special configurations can be
created to meet special needs.

DVI input

Developing with MDS HDMI modules

The second reason for at least stereo audio capability on the
crossbar product is that some people may wish to connect
older DVI sources to the system; DVI only carries video so a
way to add audio is required.
Likewise SPDIF input could be used with DVI sources that
also have digital audio out.
Note that SPDIF/ToSLink and/or analog stereo input are not
included on the MDS crossbar board as many crossbar systems may have the needed signal conditioning/conversion
already. See the figure on page 1 for a typical system design
or contact MDS for assistance.

Video compatibility among multiple sink devices
As with audio, differences between various sink devices may
require use of a display format that is not the highest performance one possible. However in most cases this is not an
issue.
One problem case could be limited display (input) resolution. However any display manufactured in the last few
years support 1080p input (even if it’s a 720p resolution
screen) so that is not likely to be a problem.
Related to resolution is frame rate (note the examples in this
sections are for 60 Hz timing): Many source devices would
prefer to play movies (from film) at their native 24 Hz rate.
However not all displays support this and therefore the
source device may need to create a 1080i output at 60 Hz
that all sink devices can display. This should not create any
issues as higher quality displays that handle 24 Hz content
generally detect underlying 24 Hz content and display it
cleanly at 120 or 240 Hz.

MDS offers an evaluation kit that provide everything needed
to evaluate the modules and start code development on
your host processor. The kit include the module (mounted to
a base), a small Cortex M3 “host” board, interconnect
cables, power supply, and (generic) host side API example
showing how to control the system with the I2C based Alpha
message protocol.

MDS Alpha messaging control protocol
All products uses the same I2C based messaging protocol
used on other MDS OEM products. Users of those products
will find the HDMI modules easy to control; users new to the
MDS alpha messaging protocol can start with supplied C++
based examples that can be recompiled to run on typical
embedded 32 bit microcontrollers.

MDS HDMI testing of a final unit
MDS must be supplied with a final unit to run a range of
mandatory HDMI tests to ensure conformance with the
HDMI licensing rules. Customers with their own HDMI
license can do their own family product self certifications.
Typical test periods run from 1 to 3 days, unless problems
are found.

A system may encounter displays with differing color display capabilities. While there are no commercial sources or
players for Deep Color or xvYCC (extended gamut color
space) content some source devices do processing to create
deep color from standard (8 bit) encoded video. Again better
displays will have processing in them at least as good as the
4
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8x8 with customer definable PHY capability.
The board shown at left is the same basic design
as the standard 8x8 with HDMI in and out. Instead
of HDMI output connectors, a connector allowing
horizontal or vertical mount daughter cards is provided. This can be used to create different types of
outputs, a common requirement in HDMI matrix
switches.
The daughter boards designed for this can also be
used with the 16x16 design shown below.

16x16 with customer definable PHY capability
The pictures below and at right show the two board set
that makes up the 16x16 switch. The boards stack together
or can be spread apart with a custom cable assembly. The
output board is stacked on the top to allow for any height
vertical or horizontal mount output daughter cards.

HXBAR feature comparison
Model
HXBAR-88
HXBAR-88-PHY
HXBAR-1616-PHY
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8
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8
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No
Yes
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Ordering information

Related products

Minimum order quantity of standard OEM boards is 25
pieces. Boards with optional connectors installed have a 100
piece minimum order.

#-EVM-KIT: Add this suffix to the above for the developer/eval
kit

HXBAR-88: 8 input 8 output HDMI crossbar/repeater.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Up to 1080p 60 Hz pixel rates (225 MHz)
HDMI 1.4 3D required formats support
Up to 12 bit Deep Color
Color Gamut Metadata (xvYCC color space) supported
Independent Stereo PCM or AC-3/DTS Audio routing
Per output OSD
External SPDIF and I2S audio connections

• EVM controller board with schematics
• IDC cables
• Local software on eval board processor for controlling operation via terminal emulator
• Control API documentation
• Example host code
• Connector, power, and mechanical information
• Power supply (110/220 universal input brick)

HTEST-BASIC: HDMI product family self certification test

HXBAR-88-PHY: 8 input HDMI and 8 user defined output crossbar/repeater.
• Other features as above.

HXBAR-1616-PHY: 16 input HDMI and 16 user defined output
crossbar/repeater board set
• Other features as above.
Note that the actual allowed input format is determined by the sink device(s)
connected to the unit, the above descriptions define the maximum available
capability.

Licensing
These products use licensed technologies and are only available for sale to authorized audio / video companies. Please
contact MDS for more information.

Custom versions
MDS specializes in custom OEM products for A/V applications. Different configurations up to 16 x 32 can be supported, as well as support for the HDBaseT Cat6 cabling
interface. Please contact MDS for more information.

Standard board firmware does not include CEC support as it is not defined for
HDMI devices with multiple outputs. Custom firmware versions can be created to support specific applications, please contact MDS with your requirements.

Trademarks:
Dolby is trademark of Dolby Laboratories, Inc., DTS is a trademark of Digital
Theater Systems, Inc. HDMI, the HDMI logo and High-Definition Multimedia
Interface are trademarks or registered trademarks of HDMI Licensing
LLC.HDCP is a trademark of Digital Content Protection, LLC.x.v.Color is a
trademark of Sony. DAE and DAE-6D are trademarks of MDS.
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